who had worked as a nurse during World War i and trained as an artist. Alan spent part of his childhood in Malta, where he formed the impression that the British Mediterranean Fleet existed to provide memorable children's parties on the ships, which included overhead rides from the masthead and other exhilarating activities. When he was nine years old the family moved to Chatham, where he enjoyed the freedom to roam in the naval dockyard, including the machine and heavy forging shops, the ropery and around the graving docks and fitting-out basins, thereby kindling an early interest in engineering.
Education
Alan's love of the outdoor life was nurtured at Abbotsholme, a boarding school in derbyshire, which had a progressive educational ethos. he was encouraged to ramble widely in the country, and in doing so he learnt to recognize birds from their song. his exposure to classical music led to a lifetime love of chamber music and opera. he also learned French and spoke it fluently-a valuable asset in later years. he entered Peterhouse, Cambridge, in 1940; there he read mechanical sciences and graduated in 1942. he commented that on graduation he knew little about engineering, but the mathematical training proved very useful for conceptualizing and recognizing where principles could be applied. he subsequently acknowledged the influence that Sir Charles inglis FrS, the head of the Engineering department, had on him and he frequently quoted from the Presidential Address to the institution of Civil Engineers (inglis 1941): 'the soul and spirit of education is that habit of mind which remains when a student has completely forgotten everything he has ever been taught.' The origin of the 'Muir Wood' family name goes back to Alan's ancestor Andrew Wood (1765-1829), who was in partnership with a John Muir in an Edinburgh music business (Muir, Wood & Co.). he named one of his sons John Muir Wood (JMW; 1805-92), who in 1848 moved to Glasgow and set up his own music business, as J. Muir Wood & Co. in later life he was widely known as 'Mr J. Muir Wood' (mentioned later as an early photographer). The story is complicated by Alan's paternal grandparents, who were related: John Wood (grandson of an elder brother of JMW) and Elizabeth Muir Wood (JMW's daughter). Among their children, the only use of 'Muir' was by helen Marguerite, a palaeontologist at the natural history Museum, who changed her surname to Muir-Wood by deed poll in 1923, probably to avoid confusion with other palaeontologists named Wood. unlike her, Alan had Muir as a Christian name. in his youth he was invariably A. M. M. Wood, but from 1951 he used the designation A. M. Muir Wood in a professional context. it was some years before he was addressed as 'Mr Muir Wood', while the gradual changeover to Muir Wood as a surname was only completed by the award of his knighthood in 1982, and by Winifred's changing her surname to Muir Wood by deed poll in 1984.
Early carEEr

The navy
Alan's brother, John richard (b. 1919), a sub-lieutenant in the royal navy, having survived the sinking of the hMS Prince of Wales, went missing, presumed dead, when his new ship hMS Li Wo was sunk between Singapore and indonesia on 14 February 1942. After graduation, Alan also joined the royal navy and spent the first nine months working through the workshops of Thornycroft's shipyard at Woolston, Southampton. he was impressed by the skills of the craftsmen but he detected little evidence of engineering direction and no concern for innovation. in 1943 he was assigned to serve in the cruiser hMS Carlisle, which was dive-bombed off the dodecanese on his third day at sea and 20 men around him were killed. later he served as an engineering officer on the destroyer hMS Petard. While docked in haifa, many of the sailors opted to visit 'the fleshpots of Tel Aviv' but, with a fellow officer, he chose to make a six-day trek from the Sea of Galilee to Beirut, where they were refused entry to the officers' Club on account of their scruffy appearance. A report from the commanding officer (rupert Egan) of hMS Petard dated 12 June 1944 refers to Alan as an 'intelligent & hardworking young officer with a good knowledge of Engineering. A popular messmate.'
Folkestone Warren landslides
After demobilization in the autumn of 1946, Alan joined the Southern region of British railways, where for the first two years his work was predominantly concerned with the alignment and maintenance of track. in 1948 he was appointed resident engineer for the remedial works associated with the stabilization of landslides at Folkestone Warren, which frequently disrupted the railway line running between Folkestone and dover. Graduating at a time when soil mechanics was hardly mentioned as part of mechanical sciences, he had to develop a rapid understanding of site investigation, assessment of slope stability, laboratory testing and interpretation of laboratory test results. he applied inventiveness to the design of simple techniques for monitoring continued movements both on the surface above the slip and at depth on hidden slip-surfaces. under the expert guidance of dr raymond Casey (FrS 1970) of the then Geological Survey, he used fossils to identify the different strata of the Gault clay in cores recovered from boreholes and thereby deduce the configuration of the slip mechanisms and sequences. This was perhaps the first time that such evidence had been exploited for this purpose by engineers. he developed a miniature shear box in an attempt to find appropriate strength parameters, and performed oedometer (confined compression) tests on disturbed samples to discover the compression and swelling characteristics in relation to the water content of the in situ material.
The remedial works at Folkestone Warren included the driving of a drainage tunnel through the slipped material by using a supporting shield with probing ahead of the tunnel face. This was Alan's first encounter with tunnelling and it impressed on him the close relationship between tunnelling operations and uncertain ground conditions. Stability of the landslideprone slopes could only be maintained with appropriate management of the foreshore, for which the neighbouring harbour pier at Folkestone prevented any depositional littoral drift. Beach weighting was used in the form of a massive block wall around three sides of chalk fill with a slab cover and was undertaken by locally recruited direct labour, largely working tidal shifts. he submitted a design for a mechanical/nomographic 'tide interpolator' to several instrumentation companies for a possible patent or for development:
in the course of my profession of Civil Engineer engaged in Sea defence work i have recently constructed a device for speedy prediction of height of seas at any time between high and low Water. it would seem to me that such a device might prove of service to those whose work depends upon the tides, especially engineers, harbourmasters and navigators.
however, it turned out that other such devices were already in existence. dear Mr. Morgan, last January, and again during the following month, i explained to you that i could not contemplate the indefinite continuance of my anomalous position in the firm. i understood you to be in general agreement with the points i made; i came away with the firm impression that you intended a reorganisation of the Tunnel office so that, in particular, i would be directly responsible to you for design work and, in consequence, be a party to discussions and decisions concerning technical matters.
Meanwhile, however, there has been no change in the position after a further period of three months. i continue to be required to initiate and supervise contract and design work to conform with decisions arrived at without reference to technical considerations. i am largely prevented from direct contact with other parties concerned with the work.
With the Whiteinch Tunnel now starting the immediate effects of this dichotomy become more serious; the results can only fall well short of the firm's standards-and my own.
i see now no immediate prospect of being allowed any real control of work for which i am responsible, so long as i remain in the Tunnel office. Short of leaving the firm-which i would do with the greatest regrets-there is no course open to me but to make a formal request for transfer to another department.
Yours sincerely
Alan's particular interests were coastal engineering and tunnelling, but his projects covered a broad range of applications of geotechnical engineering. For example, after the Aberfan disaster in 1966, involving the catastrophic collapse of a colliery spoil tip near Merthyr Tydfil, he was responsible for the design and supervision of works to stabilize spoil heaps in south Wales for the national Coal Board. he also produced inspection reports on spoil heaps in north derbyshire and elsewhere.
Maritime and coastal engineering
his children regularly accompanied him on visits to crumbling cliffs and protective groynes around the south coast of England and learnt that one town's shingle accumulation is another town's erosion: there is no such thing as a free beach. Several towns along the south coast of England owe their delayed departure into the sea to the protective interventions that Alan designed. Maritime activities included a research project in Christchurch Bay studying waves, weather and sediment transport; works at dungeness nuclear power stations, Seaford, lowestoft, Thessalonica and in the dominican republic and honduras; and studies of effects of offshore dredging. his book Coastal hydraulics (1)*, first published in 1969, was for many years a standard undergraduate textbook. in retirement he was able to apply his knowledge of coastal engineering as a member of the review Board for the ocean outfalls in Sydney.
Tunnelling internationally, and within the engineering profession, Alan was best known as a tunnelling engineer. his first major tunnel project was the pair of tunnels on the east coast main line at Potters Bar (1957), just north of london. his experience with segmental precast concrete linings in these tunnels was to prove valuable in later tunnels that he designed in similar ground conditions in and around london. The twin Clyde tunnels in Glasgow (1964) proved highly challenging technically: the ground conditions themselves were very variable and the nature of the cover provided above the tunnel was uncertain. An awkward highway layout was required to accommodate the road approaches and the pedestrian and cycle subway with acceptable gradients within a very cramped site. The tunnels were constructed with the use of compressed air to withstand the water pressures in the fluvial sands and gravels. one borehole sunk to try to intercept a small trickle of air seen bubbling from the Clyde struck a coarse layer of sand in direct connection with the compressed air and released a geyser of air, sand and pebbles. Another 'blow-out' occurred where the old ferry berth on the north bank was supported on timber piles through sands and silts over the new tunnel. The piles were longer than the drawings indicated and had been loosened over the years by buffeting from the ferry. he was amused to find that instrumentation installed in the tunnel lining by local academic engineers was able to reveal when the compressed air was turned on and off but little else about the stresses exerted by the surrounding ground. A seminal paper, published in 1975 (2), entitled 'The circular tunnel in elastic ground', addressed the important topic of interaction between the tunnel lining and the surrounding ground. The paper showed how circumferential forces and bending moments induced in the lining depend on the degree of its flexibility relative to the ground, on the ratio of horizontal to vertical stresses in the ground, and on the presence of joints in the lining. The paper provoked important discussion and is widely cited; to this day many tunnel lining designers around the world use and refer to the 'Muir Wood' design method, based on that paper.
Although a practising engineer throughout his long career, Alan saw the importance of research, and was a keen supporter of the extensive programme of research on tunnelling led by the then Transport and road research laboratory (Trrl), at Cambridge university and elsewhere. Figure 1 shows Alan lecturing on the topic of ground subsidence above tunnels. he was co-author of an authoritative Trrl review of tunnel lining practice (3), and was also influential in his contributions to several important research reports on tunnelling, contractual practice and risk, published by the Construction industry research and information Association (CiriA). More broadly, in 1981 he chaired a major review of the long-term research and development requirements in civil engineering sponsored by the then Science research Council, the department of the Environment and the department of Transport and which culminated in the publication of an influential report.
Alan's association with the Channel Tunnel spanned some four decades. he prepared a feasibility report with site investigations for the Channel Tunnel Study Group from 1958 to 1960. having recommended a bored tunnel through the mainly lower chalk stratum underneath the Channel he then led a more detailed feasibility study in 1964-65 and set the technical parameters for the project that were very similar to what was eventually built between 1988 and 1994. he was the halcrow Partner leading the joint consultancy team for the design and construction of the first stage of the Channel Tunnel Service Tunnel before its cancellation in 1975; he was specialist adviser to house of Commons Select Committees on the tunnel itself in 1981 and the Channel Tunnel rail link in 1985-86. having done so much preparatory work on such a politically charged project, he was both relieved and disappointed that his final role was as a member of the five-man Anglo-French disputes Panel from 1988 to 1998, in which his fluency in French came into its own. Perhaps he regretted that the Channel Tunnel was not eventually built to his designs, but he regretted far more that the disputes Panel had so many cases to resolve, because there was considerable acrimony among the various parties involved. The project was completed late and over budget. Alan's most influential design was the 885 m heathrow Cargo tunnel built in the late 1960s. The tunnel, 10 m in diameter, was constructed by using a tunnelling shield just 7 m below an operating runway, and lined with relatively thin unbolted precast concrete segments. Prophets of doom maintained that it could not be done and that there was a high risk of face collapse during excavation or of unacceptable distortion of the tunnel lining, causing large settlements of the runway in the short or long term. The tunnel is still in daily use. To have made it deeper would have required steeper access gradients, which Alan knew to be impossible because of space restrictions. The heathrow Cargo tunnel is a case history to which reference is still widely made, not least as a notable example of a large-diameter bored tunnel successfully constructed at very shallow depth with extremely small ground movements. The tunnel was hailed as a triumph of design and an object lesson in how to render complex tunnel projects affordable.
Also in the late 1960s, Alan was responsible for the 80 km orange-Fish irrigation tunnel in South Africa, diverting water from the Gariep dam to the Fish river valley. he used an observational method to choose the detail of the primary support: the use of sprayed concrete with or without rock bolts depending on the measured tunnel convergence. Such an approach to tunnel design and construction was not new; it had been used on the Snowy Mountains project in Australia in the 1950s and 1960s. he objected vehemently and regularly to the claims of originality of the so-called 'new Austrian Tunnelling Method'. he was often heard to say that it was certainly not new, not Austrian and not really a 'method', and he was amused that many in the Far East referred to it (more reasonably) as the 'new Australian Tunnelling Method'. his experiences with these two tunnels, and with observational design of tunnel support, led him in 1973 to lodge an application for a patent for a 'high relaxation tunnel lining'; however, it seems that this was not ultimately granted.
in his writings on tunnelling, Alan always emphasized the importance of recognizing the inevitable uncertainty of ground conditions and the need both to design for it and to use carefully designed schemes of observation to identify when and where pre-planned construction modifications might be needed. he recognized that observation of the ground conditions and the ground response must play a central part not only in the design process but also in the way in which tunnelling projects are procured and managed. his second book, Tunnelling: management by design (6), developed this theme. he was an outspoken critic of contractual arrangements that developed around the 1980s in which the contractor was expected to carry all the risk. As a consequence, the terms of the contract discouraged interaction between design and construction and thus also discouraged variations in design in response to the observation of the actual ground conditions, which might be worse or better than had initially been assumed. he was certain that successful projects should be conceived from the start as partnerships between client, designer and contractor, all having a shared goal. in his view, three factors were vital: observations of the response of the ground, clear understanding of mechanisms of behaviour, and appropriate contractual arrangements. So many of the disputes or accidents for which he was an expert witness or a member of boards of enquiry seemed to him to be the consequences of an absence of one or more of these factors. For example, an absence of understanding of the purpose of observation could be seen as a key factor contributing to the collapse of the heathrow Express tunnel in 1994.
Alan's talent for capturing the gist of an engineering problem, mechanism or landscape feature in a quick sketch shows an artistic skill inherited from his mother. These sketches were more than just technical drawings-they displayed a cartoonist's eye for line and simplicity. They were consistent with his regular contention that an understanding of technical issues comes from distillation of observation.
The high regard in which Alan's halcrow colleagues held him is reflected in the following extract from Chris Fleming's address at Alan's Memorial Service:
By the time i joined halcrow as a raw graduate in 1970 Alan had been a Partner for six years and his reputation went before him. i vividly recall my very first meeting with him when i nervously had the audacity to suggest that a formulation he had sketched out to model beach movements at dungeness contained a minor error. he immediately acknowledged his slip of the pen and gave me my first impression of what an outstanding person he was: here was grace hand in hand with greatness.
You see, he was always willing to make time in his incredibly busy schedule to give his technical support to others. one of his most remarkable qualities was that he would impart his very considerable knowledge and experience through discussion on a peer-to-peer basis. i never knew him to act in any superior or grandiose way, and he treated others, whatever their age or status, as genuine colleagues. he valued their contributions and would be even-handed if there was a difference of opinion. At the same time he had high standards and expected the same from others.
Alan demonstrated the true value of maintaining a scientific, but at the same time pragmatic approach to problem-solving. his enthusiasm and interest in all facets of his engineering life were a real inspiration to others. it was indeed a great privilege to have had the opportunity to work with him as a colleague, a mentor and a friend.
tHE ProfESSion of civil EnginEEring
Alan read and wrote widely on subjects directly and tangentially linked to civil engineering. his Presidential Address to the institution of Civil Engineers in 1977 (4) cast a baleful eye on the damaging role of economists in decision making. The photograph in figure 2 was taken during his extensive presidential tour of West Africa in July 1978. his unwin lecture (5) addressed the subject of energy research, and he wrote several papers concerned with energy demand and planning. in his third and last book, Civil engineering in context (8), Alan enlarged on many of his ideas on civil engineering as a profession and the role of the institution of Civil Engineers. Many of these are controversial, but they are well argued and bear close scrutiny. The motivation for the book and its flavour may be gleaned from the following extract from an unpublished autobiographical note:
Throughout my career i have been concerned with issues of uncertainty and risk, with procurement and management of projects based on best practice. lack of understanding of such matters leads to great waste in costs of project procurement through the imposition of responsibility for risk wholly or largely beyond the control of the bearer. The consequent expansion in litigation and claims on insurance are also matters of concern, to be mitigated by understanding of good practice in procurement and management. The increasing breadth of civil engineering largely prompted the writing of this book, with the belief that recruitment through education and training may be enhanced in the future by adding this dimension to perceptions of good practice throughout, with strong emphasis on ethics. This naturally leads to a concern for the environment and sustainability, so easily damaged by incremental thoughtless, often unintended, actions, each possibly small in itself. The balance between the market and the public good remains yet to be achieved. Efficiency in public service freed from crippling bureaucracy is possible and remains a criterion for a fair society. Education in science and mathematics needs a far stronger emphasis on motivation of those interested and knowledgeable in such respects.
aftEr 'rEtirEmEnt'
Alan relished robust technical debate and intellectual challenge-see the photograph in figure 3 taken during a technical visit to Prague in 1982. he saw retirement merely as an excuse not to have to tackle any project that did not interest him: his interest in engineering challenges remained undiminished until the end. Before his official retirement, and even more so afterwards, he involved himself in construction litigation and arbitration, for which he developed a formidable reputation for his clarity of thought and penetrating evidence. Examples of his work, and its diversity, include his appointment in 1975 by the Treasury Solicitor to provide expert technical evidence (Vidal v. department of the Environment) on reinforced earth, for which he much enjoyed uncovering historical precursors of soil reinforcement with which to confront the opposition; his work as an expert witness for the inquiry into the methane explosion at the water treatment works at Abbeystead, lancashire (1984); as expert witness for Arbitration on the Strategic Sewage disposal Scheme, hong Kong (1997 Kong ( -2001 ; and as expert adviser on the panel of enquiry into the collapse of the heathrow Express Tunnel (1994). his membership of the disputes Panel on the Channel Tunnel has been mentioned previously.
learning from his disappointing and gruelling experience with the Channel Tunnel, he was delighted to be invited to be a consultant on risk sharing and dispute resolution from the start of the project to build the Øresund crossing between denmark and Sweden, and subsequently to be Chairman of the dispute review Board for dredging and reclamation. he largely succeeded in his ambition to ensure that any disputes that did emerge were discussed and resolved among engineers who understood the real nature of the problems. his last forensic advice concerned the investigation into the collapse of the tunnel being constructed to accommodate a new Tesco store at Gerrards Cross over the railway line on which he had travelled to work daily in the 1950s and 1960s from his home in Buckinghamshire. in trying to deduce what had happened here and in other failures he demanded clear explanation of the underlying mechanics: elaborate numerical analysis was never a substitute for engineering understanding, and often served only to obfuscate. on this and other projects he was disappointed that settlement out of court, although to be applauded on grounds of reducing legal fees, meant that the lessons would not be promulgated for wider education and the avoidance of any repetition.
Although having many friends and admirers in the legal profession, Alan had strong views about the influence of lawyers on construction. he quoted from an unnamed source the definition of a tunnel as 'a long cylindrical hole through the ground in a state of plane strain with a geologist at one end and a group of lawyers at the other'; but added, 'yet more dire is the present-day phenomenon of lawyers at each end!' (7). in his role as expert witness Alan demonstrated not only his complete mastery of geotechnical issues at all levels but also an innate understanding of the true role of an expert witness, still imperfectly understood by many and rarely put into practice. not all engineers possess the toughness and impartiality shown by him, nor commanded the same level of trust. he knew that the role of the expert is to present a technically correct and unbiased opinion on the matters at issue, unswayed by the obvious pressures to support the case being advanced by one side. The role becomes more difficult when faced with opposing experts who do not apply the same rigorous rules. Counsel appearing for the opposition in such cases develop a number of routines to unsettle the inexperienced expert witness. one of these, used with very experienced but retired engineers, is to ask 'When did you last visit a construction site to inspect work in progress?' When this question was put to Alan, not long before his death, Counsel was stopped in his tracks by the answer 'Well, at about 7:30 this morning, actually.' Alan was generous in his support for the Centre of Construction law at King's College london, where he had some satisfaction in explaining his views to classes of both engineers and lawyers.
his interest in the history of engineering combined with his tunnelling expertise led to Alan's willing participation in the campaign to save Brunel's Thames Tunnel from unnecessary lining with sprayed concrete . relishing the hours spent in the library of the institution of Civil Engineers, he uncovered previously unfamiliar work by Thomas Young on the line of thrust in arch bridges and speculated that this must have influenced Brunel's designs. he published a paper on this subject just before he died (9). 
PErSonality
Although Alan sat the mathematics entrance scholarship papers at Peterhouse he was admitted to read mechanical sciences instead 'on the grounds'-he would say to his friends with a twinkle in his eye-'of not being a mathematician'. however, in marrying Winifred he Family holidays through the 1950s and 1960s were occasions for outdoor activity that persistent rain (optimistically termed by Alan a 'clearing shower') was not allowed to thwart. Many of these holidays were spent on a farm beside Coniston Water with daily excursions to tackle lakeland fells-with the latest of the Wainwright guides providing both route-finding suggestions and entertainment.
Chamber music was one of Alan's lifelong loves. While the family lived in Beaconsfield, the music clubs at Jordans and Penn provided local concerts throughout the year and attracted an impressive range of internationally famous performers. having moved to Pangbourne, they transferred their loyalty to douai Abbey. At the other end of the scale, a fascination for opera took Alan and Winifred to opera houses all round the world and to country house opera at Garsington and Grange Park-which they supported loyally for many years.
in learning woodwork at Abbotsholme, one of Alan's first projects was a tool cabinet. his carpentry skills were put to practical use in building items of furniture for the home such as bookshelves and cupboards. he was particularly proud of his concealed dovetail joints, and for much of his life he seemed determined to demonstrate that his original tools, neatly clipped into the cabinet he had made, were quite sufficient in the hands of a craftsman.
Though extremely modest, Alan was a natural leader. he always insisted on tackling the fundamentals of a problem. he was someone of absolute integrity, very much 'his own man', and not to be overawed by anyone. he was an inveterate letter writer on an extraordinarily wide range of subjects-usually incisive and to the point. in december 2008 he even ventured into matters of biblical interpretation when he wrote a letter to The Times about the Prime Minister's understanding of the parable of the Good Samaritan. he was very interested in engineering education and research and was a member of many advisory bodies and charities, including the Chilver Committee on Education and Training in Civil Engineering and the ove Arup Foundation.
Alan was a generous benefactor to the Scottish national Portrait Gallery. in 1980 a cousin passed to him a box containing about 900 early photographs and paper negatives produced by his great-grandfather John Muir Wood (mentioned previously). The negative-positive photographic process was an invention of W. h. F. Talbot, who used negatives on paper leading to distinctive images that are known as calotypes. The calotype process only became available to the public in 1843. By 1847 JMW was sufficiently proficient to take his camera on a visit to Belgium, where for several towns his photographs are the earliest known. inquiries indicated that this collection had substantial value and was sufficiently rare to be worth keeping intact. in 1985 Alan donated the entire collection to the Scottish national Portrait Gallery (SnPG). it is highly unusual for a gallery to acquire a complete archive of this size and importance. An exhibition of John Muir Wood's photography was held at the SnPG in 1988, and the 2008 national Gallery exhibitions included 'John Muir Wood and the origins of Scottish landscape photography'. his work has featured in several exhibitions elsewhere, including one in the Metropolitan Museum, new York.
The garden at their home, Franklands, was the joint creation of Alan and Winifredentirely their own unaided work. Many neighbours knew Alan from conversations held over the hedges that he clipped by hand, while wearing a battered panama hat and ancient naval shorts. in the garden he also did his thinking, scything the grass around the apple trees rather than enduring the whine of a string trimmer. in the dark of winter he was forced to retreat from the solace of the garden, but the compost heap would have been turned, the fruit trees pruned, and the seed catalogues perused to decide on the next year's vegetables.
Sir Charles inglis (mentioned previously) associated the acquisition of a particular habit of mind with a university education. Four habits of mind that Alan undoubtedly possessed were insistence on rigour of thought, the ability to simplify a problem down to its essence, the ability to think laterally and creatively, and clarity of expression. To these should be added his infectious and youthful enthusiasm, and a great curiosity, all of which he retained right up to the very end of his life.
At a Smeatonian Society dinner at the institution of Civil Engineers in late november 2008, he was in characteristically good form (although clearly unwell) and had the usual stimulating conversations that his friends and colleagues had always come to expect from him. Two weeks later, his last 'public' appearance was at a debate organized by the British Tunnelling Society on 11 december in support of the motion 'Tunnelling contracts are best implemented based on a detailed design procured by the client before tendering the construction contract', which was narrowly defeated. he was clearly in great personal discomfort at the time but felt extremely strongly about the validity of the motion-at least in the way in which he interpreted it. he was naturally upset to have lost the motion: he felt that proper debating protocol had not been followed. But, as so often in such debates, the difference could be reduced to one of definition of the single word 'design' on which Alan held particularly strong and personal views, especially when applied to tunnelling. he was probably particularly irritated that on this occasion-which he could see was one of his last opportunities-he had failed to convince the audience of the logic of his arguments. 
